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Abstract. An approach to estimate the wind load spectra for heliostats is proposed. It is based 
on the wind-induced fatigue cycle counts for buildings given by the Eurocode EN 1991 and 
considers heliostat specific impact factors. The approach can be further refined if data on 
specific wind and heliostat field properties are available. 
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1. Introduction

The mean and peak wind loads on heliostats can be determined by means of wind tunnel tests 
[1] [2]. However, for economic dimensioning that excludes failure due to fatigue, the number
of wind load cycles Ng at the various load levels, the so-called wind load spectrum, must be
known as well.

The main reason for the load fluctuations is the turbulent characteristic of the wind. The 
wind load spectra of heliostats depend mainly on the following impact factors: 

• Weibull distribution of the wind at site
• Distribution of the wind direction (wind rose)
• Wind speed profile
• Turbulence intensity profile
• Turbulent energy spectra
• Heliostat size/height
• Heliostat orientations during operation and at stow
• Heliostat position within heliostat field (wind shading)
• Dynamic load amplification due to resonance effects

Determining the wind load spectra for a specific site is rather complex. To determine the wind 
load cycles, extensive wind speed data are required and methods like the rainflow-counting 
algorithm have to be applied. But, often the needed data is not available. Therefore, a more 
general approach is desirable. 

2. Method

As a simplified way to determine the wind load spectra, the Eurocode EN 1991 1-4, B.3 [3] 
gives wind-induced fatigue cycle counts for buildings (Figure 1, left). The loads are given in 
percentage of the maximum peak wind load event that occurs once within 50 years or with a 
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probability of 1/50 every year respectively. From the diagram it can be read e.g. that the total 
amount of counts of loads that are between 100% and 40% of that maximum 50 years load is 
104. According to the diagram, the total amount of counts of all wind load fluctuations is 109.  

 

Figure 1. Wind load spectrum given by Eurocode EN 1991 1-4, B.3 [3] (left),  
transformed spectrum for easier adaption to heliostat specifics (right). 

Holmes shows that the sensitivity of these load counts to wind climate and dynamic response 
is low [4]. That allows to use EN 1991 also to estimate the wind load spectra of heliostats. This 
assumption was confirmed by a study that determined the load spectra for a specific heliostat 
at a specific site [5]. It was based on the measured wind speed Weibull distribution of the site 
[6] (Figure 2, left) and on measured hinge moments which included dynamic response. The 
resulting stow load spectrum is similar to the one given by EN 1991 (Figure 1, left, and Figure 
2, right). 

 

Figure 2. Weibull distribution of wind speed at three different locations [6] (left),  
stow hinge moment spectrum based on local wind speed distribution [5] (right). 

3. Sample Case 

For to be able to apply EN 1991 1-4, B.3, it must be adapted to the specifics of heliostat fields. 
Especially, it must be distinguished between the stow position with horizontal mirror and the 
orientations during operation. To explain the corresponding method, it is described in the 
following using a sample case. The counts for the drag force, the hinge moment, and the 
moment about the azimuth axis are determined for a heliostat that is at the edge of the field 
and therefore not wind shaded. The following data are assumed: 
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Heliostat dimensions 

• Mirror height     h = 5 m 
• Mirror width     b = 6 m 
• Mirror area     A = 30 m²  
• Elevation axis height    H = 2.7 m 

Wind properties 

• Wind speed power law exponent   n = 0.15 
• Gust factor     R = 1.6 
• 50 years gust speed at 10 m height  vstow,peak,10m = 45 m/s 
• 50 years gust speed at height H  vstow,peak,H  =37 m/s 
• 50 years mean wind speed at H  vstow,mean,H  = 23 m/s  
• Max. operational gust speed at 10 m vop,peak,10m =15 m/s 
• Max. operational gust speed at H  vop,peak,H  = 12 m/s 
• Max. operational mean wind speed   vop,mean,H = 7.7 m/s 
• Air density     ρ = 1.25 kg/m³ 

Wind load coefficients [7] 

• Peak drag force coefficient for stow  cFx,peak,stow = 0.6 
• Peak drag force coefficient for operation cFx,peak,op = 4.0 
• Hinge moment coefficient for stow  cMHy,peak,stow = 0.2 
• Hinge moment coefficient operation  cMHy,peak,op = 0.6 
• Azimuth moment coefficient for stow cMz,peak,stow = 0.02 
• Azimuth moment coefficient operation cMz,peak,op = 0.29 

Resulting wind loads 

• Peak drag force stow     Fx,peak,stow = 5.9 kN 
• Peak drag force operation    Fx,peak,op = 4.4 kN 
• Drag force for horizontal mirror at vop Fx,peak,stow,v_op = 0.66 kN 
• Drag force for vertical mirror at vstow   Fx,peak,op,v_stow = 40 kN 
• Peak hinge moment stow    MHy,peak,stow = 9.9 kNm 
• Peak hinge moment operation   MHy,peak,op = 3.3 kNm 
• Hinge moment for horizontal mirror at vop MHy,peak,stow,v_op = 0.22 kNm 
• Hinge moment for vertical mirror at vstow MHy,peak,op,v_stow = 30 kNm 
• Peak azimuth moment stow    Mz,peak,stow = 1.0 kNm 
• Peak azimuth moment operation   Mz,peak,op = 1.6 kNm 
• Azimuth moment for horizontal mirror at vop Mz,peak,stow,v_op = 0.11 kNm 
• Azimuth moment for vertical mirror at vstow Mz,peak,op,v_stow = 14 kNm 

4. Results 

For the estimation of the drag force counts, the approach includes the following steps: 

1. Transformation: For to be able to calculate the load counts at stow and in operation 
more easily, the EN 1991 spectrum is transformed from ΔS/Sk over Ng to Ng over ΔS/Sk 
(Figure 1, right). 
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2. Stow load counts: The maximum 50 years peak wind load Fx,peak,stow = 5.9 kN is 
calculated by using the 50 years wind speed event vstow,peak,10m = 45 m/s given by 
standard wind load maps (e.g. [3], [8], [9]). This drag force occurs once every 50 years 
and is the upper limit of the abscissa of the graph in Figure 3, left. It is assumed that 
the heliostat is in stow position only for wind speeds above the operational wind speed. 
Therefore, there are no additional load counts for wind speeds below vop,mean,H = 7.7 m/s 
which corresponds for a heliostat in stow position to a drag force of Fx,peak,stow,v_op = 
0.66 kN (note the horizontal graph for drag forces up to this value). 

3. Operation load counts: If the heliostat would not go to stow position but remained in 
upright position for all wind speeds, the drag force at the maximum 50-years wind 
speed would be Fx,peak,op,v_stow = 40 kN which would be the upper limit of the abscissa of 
the wind load spectrum. But, since the heliostat is in stow for wind speeds above the 
maximum operational wind speed, the counts start only for operational drag forces 
Fx,peak,op = 4.4 kN and is continued for lower values (Figure 3, middle). 

4. Total load spectrum: The complete drag force spectrum is gained by just adding the 
stow load counts and the operational load counts (Figure 3, right). For loads above 
4.4 kN, only stow loads occur while for loads below that value, almost only the 
operational loads are of impact because of the logarithmic scale. 

 

Figure 3. Drag force spectra: Stow (left), operation (middle), total (right). Both, stow and 
operation, is of impact on the total load counts. 

The resulting wind load spectrum can be applied to test the fatigue resistance of a component. 
As an example, a heliostat component that is loaded by the drag force shall be tested. The 
load counts for drag forces above 4.4 kN are 40 and drag forces above 5.2 kN occur 5 times 
within 50 years. To be conservative and to keep the amount of test series low, the component 
could be loaded 40 times with 6 kN (which occurs only once in 50 years). Or, the component 
could be loaded e.g. 5 times with 6 kN and the remaining 35 times with only 5.2 kN which is 
less conservative but would mean 2 test series instead of 1. The operational wind load counts 
would have to be tested by applying 106 times 4.4 kN. More load cycles are not needed since 
steel components can be considered long-term resistant if they are able to resist a certain load 
level 106 times.  

For the drag force, the maximum load in operation Fx,peak,op = 4.4 kN is 25% lower than the 
maximum stow load Fx,peak,stow = 5.9 kN. For that reason, stow loads and operational loads are 
both of significant impact on the shape of the total load spectrum (Figure 3). But, for the hinge 
moment, the maximum load in operation MHy,peak,op = 3.3 kNm (Figure 4, middle) is more than 
60% lower than the maximum stow load MHy,peak,stow = 9.9 kNm (Figure 4, left). Therefore, the 
operational load counts are of only small impact on the total wind load spectrum (Figure 4, 
right).  
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Figure 4. Hing moment spectra: Stow (left), operation (middle), total (right). The stow loads 
are of dominant impact on the shape of the total load spectrum. 

For the hinge moment at stow, the vertical wind speed component is decisive. It fluctuates with 
an approximately ten times higher frequency then the longitudinal one [10]. Therefore, the stow 
load counts for the hinge moment are multiplied by ten. This leads to 10 times higher load 
counts (Figure 4, left and right). 

When the heliostat is in horizontal stow position, the azimuth moment is very low because 
the area of attack of the concentrator is very small vertically to the azimuth axis. Therefore, the 
maximum operational load Mz,peak,op = 1.6 kNm (Figure 5, middle) is not lower but even 60% 
higher than the maximum load in stow Mz,peak,stow = 1.0 kNm (Figure 5, left). This results in a 
negligible impact of the stow loads on the total spectrum (Figure 5, right). 

 

Figure 5. Azimuth moment spectra: Stow (left), operation (middle), total (right). Operation is 
dominant for the total load counts. 

5. Summary and Outlook 

With Eurocode EN 1991 1-4, B.3 [3], the wind load spectra for heliostats can be easily 
estimated. The shape of the spectra depends on the ratio of the storm wind speed to the 
maximum operational wind speed and on the ratio of the stow wind load coefficient to the 
operational wind load coefficient. The spectra enable to test the long-term fatigue durability of 
heliostat components.  

The approach can be further refined and adapted to the specific wind and heliostat field 
properties: 

• The most loaded heliostats are the ones at the edge of the heliostat field on the 
side of the prevailing wind direction (if no wind fence is foreseen). For other wind 
directions, these heliostats are wind shaded and the corresponding wind load 
counts could be subtracted. 

• In this study, only the operational mirror orientation of highest wind load coefficient 
is assumed. But, it could be distinguished between different orientations. Spectra 
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for each orientation would have to be determined and to be added up to get the 
spectra of the total load counts. 

• The load counts for 50 years can be adapted to the service life. So, if e.g. a service 
life of 30 years is assumed, the load counts can be multiplied by a factor of 
30/50 = 0.6. 

• Here, it is assumed that the frequency of the vertical wind speed component is 
about 10 times higher than the longitudinal one. This factor can be determined 
more precisely taking the heliostat height into account. 

• If the heliostat is in stow not only for wind speeds above the operational wind speed 
but e.g. generally at night, the operational load counts would have to be decreased 
while the stow load counts for these wind speeds would have to be increased. 

• Dynamic load amplification at certain wind speeds due to resonance effects could 
also be considered if known. 
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